Terms and Conditions for the use of the Living Waters Facilities:

The use of our facilities is intended for members of the Living Waters AoG of Greenfield and
request coming from a non-member will need special approval from our Board of Trustees. Living
Waters AoG reserve the right to deny the use of our facilities without any explanation required.
The person that submitted the request form for the use of the facilities will be responsible for
any and all damages to the property during the event and/or as a result of the same and the cost
of repair will be billed to them. The facilities in question will need to be returned in the same
manner as they were received, this includes but is not limited to: picking up chair and tables that
were set up for the event, clearing any decorations that were set up, picking up any trash and
putting it outside for proper disposal, and/or making sure that all lights are off before leaving. As
a Christian church we must make sure that any event taking place in our facilities falls within the
sutures and stipulations set for us in our Tenant of Faith and the Bible. If the request is approved
the facilities should only be used for the purpose stated in the request form and by the person
that requested it. The use of alcohol, Tabaco, marihuana, and any other drug whether legal or
illegal is not permitted within our facilities. Our kitchen is not Serve Save Certify and therefore
you cannot use it to prepare food for the public, if you want to serve food for your event you
need to prepare it off site and bring it in. If you are using the Sanctuary, no food or drinks other
than water is permitted within it. The radio station’s room is completely off limit and for no
reason is anyone to go in it or even try to open it. The only event that might be approve for times
slots during which the regular services is schedule are those belonging to one of the active
ministries from our church (ministry leaders will need to confirm with the pastor to make sure
that this is ok). In order to help us mitigate the utility cost we ask for a minimum donation of
$20.00, anything beyond this is welcome but totally up to your discretion. Violations to this Terms
& Conditions will result in the denial of any further request to use our facilities.

